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Abstract 
The Menger Property is a classical covering counterpart to u-compactness. Assuming the 
Continuum Hypothesis we construct, for each natural n, a separable metrizable space 
whose nth power is weakly infinite-dimensional and tn + lhh power has the Menger 
Property, but it is strongly infinite-dimensional. 
Keywords: The Menger pauper ty; Wtxkly illfillite-~illlellsiullal; C-spaces; Products 
AMS (MUS) Subj. Class.: 54F45. 54B10 
1. Introduction and the main result 
We shall deal in this paper with the following properties of separable metrizablc 
spaces X (only such spaces will be considered in the sequel): 
Property 1.1 (The Menger Property). For each sequence %,, g2,. . . of open covers 
of X there exist finite open collections W; c gi with IJ T=, W; covering X. 
Property 1.2 (C-spaces). For each sequence Z,, Z2,. . . of open covers of X there 
exist disjoint open collections ‘3’; such that ‘U; refines %, and U ;= ,y; covers X. 
Property 1.3 (Weakly infinite-dimensional spaces). The property described in Prop- 
erty 1.2 holds for all sequences W,, Y/z,. . . of two-element open covers of X. 
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The spaces without Property 1.3 are called strongly ~~~~te-d~mens~on~l. 
Let us briefly comment on these notions. 
Remark 1.4. (A> The Menger Property [20,27] is a generalization of o=compact- 
ness, and, as proved by Hurewicz [14], it coincides with a-compactness in the class 
of analytic spaces. Similar properties were investigated from various points of view 
in [3,6,7,18,19]. Fremlin and Miller [7] gave, within the usual set theory, an example 
of a non o;compact space with the Menger Property. 
(B) The property described in Property 1.2 was introduced (in a slightly 
different form) by Haver [11,121, cf. Addis and Gresham [ll. All spaces which are 
countable unions of finite-dimensional sets are C-spaces, but there are compact 
C-spaces without this property. 
(C) Property 1.3 is usually described in terms of partitions of the space, as in the 
original definition of Aleksandrov [2]. Our description, following [1,261, was chosen 
to make transparent hat C-spaces are weakly infinite-dimensional (in fact, we do 
not know examples which would distinguish these two classes). A classical result of 
Hurewicz [l$] can be viewed as the statement that the Hilbert cube is strongly 
infinite-dimensional [22]. 
The aim of this paper is to construct the following examples. 
Theorem 1.5. Assuming the Continuum ~y~thes~~ for each n~t~r~~ n 2 1 there 
exists a separable metrizgble space X such that 
(i) Xn+r has the ledger dopers, and 
(ii) X” i+r a C-space, and hence weakly infinite-dimensional, but 
(iii) Xn+’ b strongly infinite-dimensional. 
This result was motivated by the following facts. 
The product of two C-spaces, one of which is a-compact, is a C-space, see 
[8-10,261 (it is an open problem if this is true for weakly infinite-dimensional 
spaces, cf. Remark 1.4(C)). 
However, examples in [23,24] (cf. also [25]) show that in absence of o;compact- 
ness the behaviour of C-spaces under the product operation is rather erratic. 
Theorem 1.5 shows that (assuming the ~ntinuum ~~othesis~ the Menger 
Property, a classical covering analogue to a-compactness (cf. Remark 1.4(A)), is 
not enough to eliminate such irregularities. 
Our examples illustrate phenomena similar to those described by E. Pol 1241. 
The basic difference, however, is that her constructions are within the usual set 
theory, but do not provide compactness-like properties, while we relay heavily on 
the Continuum Hypothesis, but we get in effect spaces with the Menger Property. 
The examples are based on a beautiful construction, due to Michael [21], of sets 
in the real line whose finite products are concentrated about “small” sets in the 
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~rresponding ~uclide~ spaces. The construction of Michael is considered in 
Section 2. 
An application of Michael’s technique in dimension theory, given in Sections 5 
and 6, uses some ideas from [23,251. 
2. Michael’s concentrated sets B, 
In this section we shall slightly modify Lemma 6.1 from the celebrated paper by 
Michael [21], following closely the original proof, and using also some ideas of Cox 
14,51. 
We shall adapt the following notation, cf. [Zl, p. 2101. 
o R is the set of real numbers, Q CR is the set of rationals, 
l A(nf=f(x,,..., x,) E R”: xi =xj for some i #j), 
l Dn={(xl,..,,xJ~Rn: x,+ ..a +~,=a}. 
Lemma 2.1. Assume the Continuum Hypothesis. For each n > 1 there exists an 
uncountable collection y of pairwise disjoint (n + O-element sets in R \ Q, satisfying 
the folfowing conditions, with 
B, = lJ<s, E= U{F”fl: FEy}\A(n+ l), Y=QuB,, 
(a> Yn+r n(D,+,\A(n + lN=E, 
(b) each dense G,-subset of D, + 1 conta~s all but countably many elements of E, 
(cl for aff m Q n + 1, and each G&-set G dense in R”, Ym\(G U A(m)) is 
contained in the union of countabZy many hyperplanes yi = c, and, in case m = n + 1, 
the hyperplane D, + 1. 
Proof. (A) For each T c { 1,. . . , n + l}, let 
A(T) L- {x E RT: for some distinct i, j in T, xi =xj]. 
If the cardinali~ / T I d n, we denote by 
XT. *Dn+l+RT 
the projection. For any pair of disjoint nonemp~ sets S, T in {l,. . . , n + 1) and 
u E Rs, we define 
77;: D n+l +{u} xRT 
by the formula 
r+(x) = (U’ q(x)). 
The mappings rr. and 7rF are open, cf. [21, p. 2111. 
(B) Let G be a dense G,-set in R”. For each Mc (l,.. ., m) we set N- 
{I, f.. f m)\M, and let 
G(&f)=fx~R M: G f? ({x} xRN) is dense in {x} X RN); 
in particular, Gf(1,. . . , m)) = G. 
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Given disjoint subsets S, T of fl, . . . , m), and u E RS, we define 
G(u, T) = G(S u T) n ({u) x R?‘). 
By the K~ratows~-Ulam theorem [17, $ZZ,Vl, G(M) is a dense G&-set in RM and, 
if u E G(S), then G(u, T) is a dense G,-set in {u} X RT. 
(0 Let G, c I+“), LY < q, mftu) < n -t- 1, be all G,-sets dense in co~esponding 
spaces Rm@, and let Illt, CD,,,, cy <ul, be all G&-sets dense in the hyperplane 
D n+l* 
We shall define the elements F,, F2,. . . , F,, . . . , a < wi, of the family F by 
transfinite induction, securing at each stage (Y the following conditions (see (A> 
and (B)): 
c u (F;+*: q <a), 
if Sc(l,..., m(,$)], with <<a, 
(2) 
then (U(F,: S<\<r <a])“\A(S) cG,(S) UDn+l. (3) 
We start with FO = I, G, = Rn+‘, HO = Dn+l, and let us assume that the sets Fv 
with q < cy are defined. We shall consider all sets 
(~~~-l(G~(~~ T>)? (41 
where 5 < 1y, u E (lJ(F,: & G 7 < CU))~\A(S), and S, T are disjoint ~onernp~ 
subsets of {l,. . . , m(tJ>}, and we shall consider also the sets 
~~J1(G*~T~)~ (-9 
where t<a, Tc{l,..., m([)f, j T 1 G IE. Since the maps a!$ and TT are open (see 
(A)), and u E G&S), by (31, it follows from (3) that the sets (4) and (5) are dense 
G,-sets in II,, + 1. Finally, let 
A=={&(C2,+ +.+ +a,): a,&Qu lJ{F$ q <a), rszn}, 
U,(a) = ix ER=: cq+a), 
iET 
with Tc{l,...,n + 11, IT I f n, a EA, and let us consider dense open sets in 
D n+l, 
~~~)-l(u~~Q~)~ @I 
The intersection of all possible sets (41, (51, (61, and the set n {He: 5 & cr] is a dense 
G,-set in Dn+l, and so is the intersection D * c D of all sets obtained from D by 
permutations of coordinates. 
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To choose F,, let (x1,. . . , x,+~ ) be any point from D * \A(n + 11, and let us set 
F, = {x1, ‘ . .) x, + Il. Since D * is invariant under coordinate permutations, 
F,“+‘\A(n + 1) CD. 
(D) the collection F defined in (C) has the required properties. Condition (a) 
follows from (1) and (2). Condition (b) follows from (11, as each G,-set H dense in 
D n+, was listed as some ‘I;. Finally, let G c R” be a dense G,-set, and let 
G = G,, m = ~$5) for some 5 < wr. Let u E Y”\A(m), and, in case m = n + 1, 
also u @D,+,. By (3), where S = (1,. . . , mf, either u E G&S) = G*, or else u(S) 
interects the countable set C = Q U UIF,: v < t}. It follows that Ym\(G U A(m)) 
is contained in the union of countably many hyperplanes yi = c, where c E C, and 
if tlz = n + 1, the hyperplane Dn + , . 0 
Remark 2.2. One can assume in Lemma 3.1, removing if necessary countably many 
elements of the collection .rS, that for each set U open in II,, + r, if U n E 50 @, then 
U n E is uncountable (i.e., each point in E is a condensation point of this set). 
Let us also notice that condition (b> implies that the closure of each uncount- 
able subset of E has nonemp~ interior in I& + , . 
3. The spaces Z(B,) 
Let 
p:Z-+R (7) 
be a perfect map of a separable metrizable space Z onto the real line, and let 
P,=px a*- xp:Zm-+Rm (8) 
be the product maps. 
We shall adapt the notation of Section 2. Assume the Continuum Hypothesis, 
and let B, be the Michael’s set defined in Lemma 2.1, with the additional property 
indicated in Remark 2.2. Let (see Lemma 2.1) 
E*={(x ,,..., x~,,)EE: x,< **I en+,}. (9) 
Let 2’ be the collection of all G&-sets H in Zn+r with E * c P,+,(H), and let us 
establish a correspondence u --) H(u) between the points in E * and the sets in 2, 
ensuring the property (cf. Remark 2.2) that for each H E 2, 
(u: H(u) =H} is dense in E*. (10) 
We shall consider a Hilgers function f13] related to this correspondence, 
h : E * + Z”+r, defined by 
h(u) E-:K$(~\H(~, whenever such a choice is possible. (11) 
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The Hilgers function h has the following property: 
For each G&-set H in Zn+i, if h(E * 1 cH, then there exists a 
set A dense in E * with P,-:,(A) c H. (12) 
Indeed (cf. [13]), H = H(u) for u in a dense subset A of E *, by (lo), and since 
h(A) cH, (12) follows from (11). 
We shall associate with the function h a selection function 
s: B, +Z, where s(x) up-‘(x) 
in the following way. Let (see Lemma 2.1) 
F={xl ,..., x,+~} ~9 with x, < *+- <x,+i, 
i.e., (x1 ,..., x,+i > E E *; then we select s(xJ ~p-l(.x~) so that 
(+I),... ,~(~,S1))=h(xl,...,~n+l) EP,-:&-~,...,x~+& (13) 
Finally, the space Z(BJ is defined by 
.Z(B,) =p-i(Q) u (s(x): x EB,). (14) 
We shall check (in Section 4) that Z(B,)“+l has the Menger Property. To ensure 
that Z(BJ is a C-space (in Section 5) we shall assume in addition that 
p-‘(q) is finite-dimensional, for 9 E Q. (15) 
And, to get Z@Jn+* strongly infinite-dimensiona (in Section 6) we shall deal 
with a specific map (7) defined as follows. 
Let (r : J” + 2” map the countable product of J = (0) U [i, 11 onto the count- 
able product of (0, 1) according to the formula 
c~(xi, x2 ,...) =(yi, y, ,... ), where y,=min{2xi, 1). 
We let 
Z={(x, y)EJmX2? y=a(x) 
and y has at least two distinct coordinates}. (16) 
Before we define p: Z -+ R, Iet us make an observation which will be useful in 
Section 6. 
Let & = (Qa, YJ, for i = 1, 2,. . . , be a sequence of two-element open families 
in Z defined by 
yO={(x, y)EZ:O<Xj<& yi+ --* +yj=i}, 
y, = {(x, y) Ez: Xj> ;, yr + .‘. +yQ=if. 
Let 
;S = { y E 2”: all but finitely many coordinates of y are zero}. 
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Let us notice that 
if y E 2 then a-‘( y ) is finite-dimensional, (17) 
if y 6 2 then the sequence Zt, ‘?Yz,. . . restricted to (T-‘(Y) has 
no refinement required by Property 1.2 and a-‘(y) c 
n:==,cu q- 
(18) 
Indeed, let us fix y E 2” and let S = {i: yj + 0). Then one can identify cr-l(y) 
with the cube [+, 11’. 
If y E z(, the cube is finite-dimensional. 
If y 4 Z, cr-i( y) is a Hilbert cube with pairs of opposite faces 
A, = (~ E a-‘(Y): “j = ~1, Ai, = (XE~--yy): xj= l), 
where yr f .. + +yj = i. Since Aik c I!&, k = 0, 1, and Ai n q= (d =Ail f? i&, a 
reasoning of Addis and Gresham [l], proof of Theorem 3.2, can be repeated to 
justify (18), cf. also [16, p.491. 
To define the map p, let us consider first a map v : 2” -+ R, where E is the real 
line extended by two points at infinity compactifying (--co, 01 and [0, f co>, 
respectively, such that: ~-l(f) is a singleton, if t E Q or t is a point at infinity, and 
at most a two-element set otherwise, V-‘(Q) = Is and the two constant sequences 
in 2” are mapped onto the points at infinity, cf. [16, p.441. Now (cf. (15)) p : 2 -+ R 
is defined by 
P(.x, Y) =vO+). 
Then (17) and (18) yield (15) and 
if t E R\Q then the sequence %‘r, YYz,. . restricted to p-‘(t) 
has no refinement required by Property 1.2 and p-‘(t) c 
l-l:&7 &I. 
(19) 
4. The product Zf B,)” c I has the Menger Property 
We adapt the notation from Sections 2 and 3. Let us begin with the following 
observations: 
(a) the Menger Property is inherited by closed subspaces, and countable unions 
of sets with the Menger Property have this property; 
(b) the product of a space with the Menger Property and a a-compact space has 
the Menger Property; 
Cc) if N c A4 are such that N, as well as each closed subset of M disjoint from 
N, have the Menger Property, then so does M. 
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We shall use tc) setting 
M=Z(B,)“, N=P,-‘(Q”), m <n + 1, 
Then N is cr-compact and for each set F closed in M and disjoint from N, P,(F) 
is contained in the union of A(m), countably many hyperplanes yi = c, and, if 
m = n + 1, the hyperplane D,,+ ,. 
Indeed, P, being perfect, the closure of P,(F) in R” is disjoint from Q”, and 
it is disjoint from an open set dense in R”. 
Therefore, by (a), it is enough to check that, for m G n + 1, 
P; ‘(A(m)) f7 Z( II,,)” has the Menger Property, (20) 
Pi ‘( t) R Z( 23,)” has the Menger Property, (21) 
where L is any hyperplane yi = c in Rm, and, finally, 
Pi+‘,{ Dn+, \A( n + 1)) r~ Z( f?,)‘+ rhas the Menger Property. (22) 
For m = 1, A(m) = fl and each L in (21) is a singleton {c}, while P;‘(c) n Z(B,,) is 
either the compactum p-‘(c), if c E Q, or the singleton {s(c)], if c E B,, see (14). 
This establishes the Menger Property of Z(B,,), and let us assume that Z(BJk has 
this property for k < m. 
To check (20) consider, for 1 Q i <i 6 m, the sets 
K;j={(rrT-**,rm) EZ~: P(ri) EQ, P(Z)) ~a), 
and 
Since p-‘(Q) xp-‘(Q) is a-compact, and KijnZ(B,)” is homeomorphic to 
p-‘(Q) xp-‘<Q> x Z(B,Jm-*, these sets have the Menger Property, by (b) and the 
inductive hypothesis. The sets Zij n Z(B,)“, being homeomo~hic to Z(B,)m-l 
have also the Menger Property. Since K,, are F,-sets and Zij are closed in Z”, by 
(a) it remains to check that the set (20) is contained in the union U i < i( ly,j U Zi,)* 
Let 2=(x,,..., z,) E P; ‘(A(m)) n Z(B,P, i.e., let p(t,) =p(z,) = n for some 
i < j. If x E Q, then z E K,,, and if x 4 Q, then by (14), Zi =s(x) =Zj, hence 
2 E zij. 
Let L be a hyperplane yi = c in R”. Then the set in (21) is homeomorphic to 
p- ‘(cl x .zu3,)m-l, and since p-‘(c) is compact, (21) follows from Cb) and the 
inductive hypothesis. 
It remains to verify (22). By Lemma 2.1(a), P;:,(D,+, \Ah + 1)) n Z(B,,Y+’ C 
P,-,‘,(E), and since E is obtained from the set E l (defined in (9)) by permutations 
of the coordinates, one can concentrate on ~~~~(~*)nZ(~~)~+‘. By (13) and 
(141, P;+rr(E l ) n Z(B,Y l = h(E * ), and therefore it is enough to make sure that 
h( E * ) has the Menger Property. (23) 
Let %,, &,,... be a sequence of open collections in Z”+’ covering h(E’ 1, and let 
H = fl T_ ,(tJ YYzj). Then Zf is a G&-set in Z”+’ containing h(E ‘) and, by (121, 
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there is a set A = {ui, u2,. . .} dense in E * with P;+ir(A) cH. For each j, 
P;,rl(uj> CH c lJ YYzj, and therefore there are finite collections ?Yzj c ‘2Yzj with 
P;2,(uj) c U W.j. Furthermore, P,, + 1 being perfect, there is an open set U in 
D n+l with AcUand P,-:,(U)~u~=~(uW,~)=W.Theset C=E*\Uisclosed 
in E* and disjoint from the set A dense in E *, and by Remark 2.2, C is 
countable. It follows that the set ME * > \ W c h(C) is countable, and choosing one 
element from each collection gzj+r one can complete the family lJ ~=l~zj to a 
covering of NE * ). 
5. The product Z(B,)” is a C-space 
In (a> and (c) of Section 4, the Menger Property can be replaced by Property 
1.2. Also, by results quoted in Section 1, the product of two C-spaces one of which 
is u-compact, is a C-space. 
Since we assume (see (15)) that N = P; ‘(Q’Y is a countable union of finite-di- 
mensional compacta, to check that Z(BJm is a C-space for m d n, we can repeat 
the inductive arguments from Section 4, replacing the Menger Property by Prop- 
erty 1.2. 
However, the analogue of (22) for C-spaces is no longer valid, as we shall 
demonstrate in the next section. 
6. Strong infinite-dimensional&y of Z( B, 1” +’ 
By arguments preceding (23) in Section 4, NE *) is an F,-set in Z(B,)“+‘. 
Since weak infinite-dimensionality is inherited by F,-subspaces, it is enough to 
show that h( E * ) is strongly infinite-dimensional. A sequence of covers witnessing 
this fact can be obtained from the open families Yj = {&, y,) in Z defined in 
Section 3 after formula (16), setting 
~={(UiOXZ~,~lXZ~), i=1,2 ).... 
Aiming at a contradiction, suppose that for each i, W;. is an open in Zn+’ disjoint 
collection which refines @i such that H = ll y= i< U W;:) contains h(E * 1. Then 
property (12) provides a point u = (x,, x2,. . . , x,+ 1) E E * with P;+r,(u) = p-‘(x,) 
xp-‘(x,) x . . . Xp-l(Xn+l ) c H. Let ~(a,> = xi. The fiber P;Jr(u) contains the 
set p_Yx,) X {a21 x *. . X {a n+l}, and since xi e Q, the families q restricted to 
this set would violate property (19) established in Section 3. 
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